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Lately a person named Andrew Tate has went viral, which is also very much noticed
over  the  fact  that  they  have  been  literally  crucified  in  the  style  that  is  commonly
accepted in the mob trials of our present day world.

Andrew I don't appreciate that you took the Cobra title because you aren't for it, of all
times after you probably read some JoS article somewhere, but I digress.

I can also not comment on the so called Trafficking allegations but will rather focus on
"Tate" as a persona on the internet, as I am not a judge nor anyone based on the news
I have knows if any of the allegations about him are true or factual. They could be all
lies  and  that  is  very  common.  Whether  or  not  these  are  allegations  of  a  political
persecution will be found out in the appropriate offices.

As far as I have watched, they have called him anything from a woman hater to an
anti-semite,  "far  right  extremist"  and  other  nonsense  which  is  almost  always  the
buzzword for when you are about to be persecuted for having different beliefs than the
status quo these days.

Regardless, watching Tate's videos I can tell that he is mainly using excessive humor
to try to get some points across in a very straightforward manner. I have not followed
many of his videos nor I could find anymore anything further as his latest videos where
the allegations against him are pointed at, are missing.

His manner of doing said videos might not be the most acceptable, but many of his
points  are  exaggerated  realities  which  we  get  to  experience  everyday  and  many
people simply do not want to accept.

I have a difficult time to understand why people haven't seen this person yet as a form
of comedian, which they pretty much are. A large part of their persona is a comedian
and the fact we have taken this all so seriously that the whole internet is screaming to
deplatform him is stupid.

Many of his rantings about women, or about rather the behavior of the striking majority
of  women in  the Western world  are agitating people who for  all  intents  are really
behaving as the exaggerated meme source of the joke of Tate's arguments. Tate has a
square logic and tries to look at reality and life at face value.

For example, quite a few women who behave in the erratic manners Tate describes,
are the ones who will equally react to his statements simply because they are into the
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categories he describes, which in fact reinforces the joke and the social problems that
are being illustrated in a very illustrative manner in Tate's videos.

At the same time, "Women" in our civilization are told and constantly prompted to look
at the lowest dross of a society as their "Idols", including women who are the grossest
materialists and the worse idols to look after. This has been ongoing for decades and
has  been producing  likewise  masses  of  similar  women that  have been  doing  the
ultimate wrong to themselves by following the stupidest "women" they could find.

Yet somehow the above escaped our notice or rather it was as the Jew intended, so
now we have a problem with Tate which is not exactly what they had planned. So we
got to deplatform that one.

In my view Tate's only weakness is his way of passing his points verbally, and also that
he still believes in the hoax of the Christian "God". He's clearly a man that strives to
improve himself and he also appears to be somehow spiritually interested. Yet this
cannot happen through his belief system which is based on the enemy and overall a
foolish simplicity of understanding, but that is all there is to it.

Other than this, the sudden shocks of exaggerations and jokes that we "no longer
tolerate" as a society just goes on to show how weak and false we have become in our
own claimed "virtues".

Recently as they dragged him into a form of public trial I cannot hide the fact that I saw
much of myself and the Joy of Satan which constantly comes under fire and attacks for
no reason in particular other than having ideas that don't conform to the median basic
logic of the low self awareness and falsely virtuous people of this world, that despite of
having no knowledge on any of the subjects talked about on JoS, they just want to
point out their programmed emotional responses as "Valid arguments".

Little do they know these responses are programmed by the very people they want to
protect, who are the paragons of the real evil in this world, compared to the falsely and
solely "perceived" evil that "Satanism" is or more accurately, what popular media told
them "Satanism” is.

Andrew Tate does not say anything that women don't say about men in their private
conversations, and his perceived misogyny is nothing but extrapolated and expressed
hate  that  both  genders  have  because  of  the  currently  chaotic  situation  in  gender
relations  in  our  society.  He just  talks  about  this,  while  many  others  are  haters  of
women and men likewise in the silent.

If you read ultra-feminist materials, you will only find this and more vehement hatred
against men being openly purported and spoke against vocally. Some jewish feminists
go as far as to say that men need to have their genitals cut off or other crazy things.



Yet "our society" will listen to these but wants to censor Tate, which points us at to an
organized form of attack against Masculinity.

Of course, the Masculinity that is attacked is any form of uprising Western masculinity.
In  other  words,  if  Somalian  invaders  or  Arabic  terrorists  come  in  the  West,  we
generally call this "enrichment". These people for example liberally can have 5 wives
and it's called "Enrichment", or might tell you in public television they beat their wives
up, and your average TV presenter girl will look at them with the same blanked out
face  with  the  same smile,  saying  "yes,  that  is  enrichment"  as  this  is  what  Rabbi
Shmuel told her to say about this in her headpiece.

But the moment any Whitey or any Western person tries to step up for themselves
even a tiny bit, we call this "Toxic masculinity" and press the ban hammer on any of
these opinions.

Because we are living in a cowardly world where we no longer want to accept what
kind  of  crap  we  have  created  with  social  media  and  other  forms  of  popularized
insanity,  that  has made us into  abominations which cannot  relate  properly  to  one
another, we perceive that the "Real problem" must be Tate or his opinions, or rather,
anyone who speaks from any perspective against this total mess.

The  reality  is  that  the  average  woman's  dopamine  system  has  been  hijacked  to
extents never seen before in history, that many young men have become incels and
pussified, and that this state of affairs was caused by Zuccerberg and other jews in an
attempt to falsely "bring humanity closer" in a way that has distanced us from one
another more than ever before.

Under the current state of dopamine and serotonin destruction, many people have
come to  behave like rats  in  a  lab that  behave in a  cracked up way towards one
another. Somehow, we have been celebrating this falsely as an "evolution" and as the
"future",  while  instead  humans  are  becoming  dysfunctional  to  extents  never  seen
before in history because of these means of "communication" such as Social Media.

Social Media and a world that has been subjected to the lowest drives, has drove men
into a loop circle where they chase imaginary, overtly falsely valued vagina that only
appears in pixels in front of a screen.

This situation alongside socio-economic  ladder  and climbing issues that  affect  the
youth and many men beneath their 30's, have turned women into the most inferiorized
materialistic  states  coupled  with  psychological  states  of  egopathy  of  the  sickest
extents they have ever been, and men into a deprived state of behaving as lowly as
addicted and depressed pigs.

Somehow our present society enjoys this and considers this "progressive", all while we
are  literally  going  extinct  and  we  are  clapping  as  invasions  and  the  progressive



downfall of all ethical norms created by our ancestors are literally taking place in front
of our very eyes.

We are falsely told that every moral norm that comes "from the outside" is wrong, and
we no longer want to even tolerate obvious facts in history such as that women for
example want powerful men or powerful offspring, which we are programmed against
our biology to consider "strange", "negative" or even "messages against women".

It would do us a lot of good as a society to in general man up and start accepting
freedom of  speech  which  is  a  decaying  quality  in  the  Western  World,  even  from
sources which apparently are "evil" like Andrew Tate. In fact, Tate's "worst speech" is
nothing compared to the local Imam or Jew in a synagogue.

Yet since it arguably highlights sometimes self reliance, to man up, and to effectively
take the situation of life on one's own hands, coupled with some toxic statements per a
hundred  texts  of  line,  our  "world"  considered  it  so  important  to  launch a  crusade
against this.

That is because we don't  stand by our ethical laws, and because we are retarded
slowpokes that think that really "deplatforming Tate" is going to solve anything on this
matter  or  that  people like Tate really  pose some sort  of  cultural  evil.  Yet,  the real
cultural evil that happens everyday and promotes itself as Virtuous, is literally eating
our souls and our society alive.

The fact that we have to live persecuted in our own Nations for our own values, while
Al Queida and other terrorists can do whatever they want, but we concern ourselves
with the exaggerated jokes of  Andrew Tate just  shows how morally  subversive we
have become towards our own culture and ourselves.

From the perspective of humor, we could not be lower as a Western World. We are to
where  every  joke  is  coming  with  a  criminal  penalty  with  it.  We  are  becoming
humourless  retards  that  can  only  laugh  with  canned  laughter  on  our  "Netflix
PROGRAMS", no different than the borg. We are creating a humourless civilization
through this too which is a terrible civilization to be in.

Personally  the only thing this  situation with Tate is telling me is what  I  mentioned
higher in this post.

If anyone knows more about this situation what are your thoughts?
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